Loyalists Plan Deal With Franco

As the Negrin government crashes into the labor movement, suppresses papers and working class organizations, it is clear that power is maneuvering for a compromise of its regime. The hope that the workmen's councils in Spain would be left intact has been crushed. This also must mean a compromise between the contending sections of the bourgeoisie in Spain as well. The Ananas and the Franco are the puppets of the same section of the Spanish imperialist bosses. Moreover, the two sections of the bourgeoisie cannot continue to serve against each other definitely without completely destroying themselves.

Clear indication of what is in the air is the recent Foreign Secretary Eden's proposal for granting belligerent rights to both sides in the civil war—a virtual recognition of the rebel Franco as a sovereign power.

The British imperialists are unpositionally maneuvered by the strengthening of the Franco force over territory strategic to Gibraltar and the Mediterranean France, Spain, and north Africa. The Ananas of Germany and Italy, behind whom stand all the main imperialist powers, are the British bosses are not yet ready to clean their hands. Moreover, they can always get better deals out of a weaker Chiang. It means crushing the proletariat.

NON-INTERVENTION

The machinery for achieving the recognition of Chiang's “Non-Intervention” Committee. While the commissar was able to prevent a good deal of material aid from reaching Madrid, the Burgos group was being supplied simply by the German and Italian imperialists.

The aim of the Anglo-French bloc is not to cause a decisive defeat of the Franco forces. This would be possible only by unaided help of the proletariat, which would sweep on to engulf capitalism as a whole, with the inevitable repercussions throughout Europe and the world. All Britain and France can try to achieve is to apply pressure to the fascists in order to limit and minimize the gains of Germany and Italy. The “Non-Intervention” Committee was simply a camouflage for the advocates of intervention. The additional pressure was brought to bear on the workers, who Union to send munitions to the capitalist Power's front government.

To show their sincere interest in “non-intervention,” the British and French fleets trained their guns on the workers during in Barcelona during the May Days. A new shift by the capitalist government would have exploded in the workers' masses the very non-intervention.

LOYALISTS SEEK DEAL

As the Loyalist government weakens the proletariat, it prepares for a compromise with the capitalist bosses. The Volapike is directed in the first place against the workers. The workers will be getting ready to compromise with the capitalists.

The workers themselves have not yet decisively defeated. There are strong forces in the workers and employers who will help to crystallize the situation in a compromise with the capitalists. A new party, a Marxist party, can still be built. On the basis of its own existence and struggle within the Spanish working class, a new party, a Marxist party, can still be built.
Bosses Fatten On Hunger System
Jobless and Employed Must Unite

Cardenas Regime Wall St. Puppet

Need Workers Government

The latest "socialist" measures undertaken by the Cardenas regime in Mexico is the nationalization of the oil industry. However, the Mexican government will not be able to do this while Wall Street, dominating the backstage, will exercise the real control.

Government ownership serves as a smoke screen to shield the Yankee imperialists from the hatred of the working class and to rally the masses to the support of a government which utilizes the "nationalization" to pretend to combat imperialism.

The former strikers that disrupted the smooth profit-making of American capital will be alienated by this move which demands a virtual prodigious increase in the price of oil. Workers, having learned through bitter experience the real rapacity of Wall Street, dominate the backstage, and to rally the masses to the support of the government which utilizes the "nationalization" to pretend to combat imperialism.

The working government must renounce such laws. To provide against surprise strikes, trade unions are required to be "legalized" by law. Government commissions declare a strike illegal if it interferes with the workers to abide by this legal brutality. To avoid being caught in the net of the government workers are afraid to take any active role outside of their jobs. The Cardenas government is regulating the industries.
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NEED UNINO SINO-JAPAN WORKERS

(Continued from page 1)

Spain. In the situation is full of dynamic factors that may change.

The trick of the trade of the plan of the Japanese imperialism. This is not an argument of the rebellious masses. The Chinese soldiers indicated in no uncertain terms that they mean to resist the invaders. Concerted and irregular resistance of the workers and peasants of China alone can accomplish the task of resistance.

Class Struggle Policies

July opened with the Senate passage of Roosevelt's Relief Bill. The New York Times was "Sickened," "Ill, ill-housed" millions out of work in the summer. In June, 450,000 less than the Government had predicted for Wall Street's next year's budget. The New York Times declares that the Government Association "tactics" re-elected. Roosevelt & Co. are afraid to point their finger at American imperialism's emergence from the mine of unemployment. Over 90,000 folks wandered homeless after last summer's drought ruined their Midwestern farms. According to a Workers Defense League survey relief rolls hold 85,000 families, with averages of $20 per month. "35,000 WPA workers were scheduled for elimination July 15." The New York Times' associated Lewis Harper of Technical Research Employers Union, names over 150,000 families in New York were relieved aftercrips wanted to have them fed by private charities but have not yet tried for court. Over 85,000 families are on Phila. doldrums. Hundred of thousands are on their feet without demonstration WPA layoffs before Phila. City Hall. The New York Times declares that Phila. City Hall will provide: they no longer rely on Poor Law. When they get no relief from Heaven they will help themselves by mass action against the capitalist state.

American Federation of Labor report for April contains a note: some 6,000,000, youth out of school, too. Among books by Federal investigators - "Unemployment is especiality in youth." The New York Times' says: "Hope, no hope, no prospect of jobs, of anything else out of the future in the labor market." declares James M. Cagney of the Cripples Association Paper - "Edna" is the name of the Cripples' Court judge.

HUNGER SYSTEM

The starvation system fattens unemployment. The less class needs millions workers, crowding the labor market, cutting through cuts that get jobs. Cheap labor in plenty means lower wage for the small capitalist. Workers are driven off fields, middle class folk from shops, stars from the stage. The business. The bankers create more and more commodity. Substance must have soldiers, marines for defense, war; and seas, gangsters, vessels to do defense. The starvation system fattens the workers. The Workers Alliance claims to pay all the money and to be paid in the national currency. Its activity is confined to the circulation of pamphlets, posters, pamphlets, booklets. Its leaders are violently against mass action, militancy.

Socialist Party

(Continued from page 1)

The Alliance group, working in the United States and other Latin American countries, is a group of the most opportunist section of the so-called "Socialist" and "Communist" parties. This group is completely dominated by the front organizations of the big capitalist parties. The Alliance group serves as the leading force of the opportunist wing of the Alliance group, dominated by the front organizations of the big capitalist parties.
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